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Abstract:

The Internet of Things (IoT) idea has been developed to enhance people's lives by delivering a diverse range of smart interconnected devices and applications in several domains. However, security threats are main critical challenges for the devices in an IoT environment. Many approaches have been proposed to secure IoT appliances in state of the art, still advancement is desirable. Machine learning has demonstrated a capability to detect patterns when other methodologies have collapsed. One advanced method to enhance IoT security is to employ deep learning. This formulates a seamless option for anomaly-based detection. This paper presents a CNN-based approach for anomaly-based intrusion detection systems (IDS) that takes advantage of IoT's power, providing qualities to efficiently examine whole traffic across the IoT. The proposed model shows ability to detect any possible intrusion and abnormal traffic behavior. The
model is trained and tested using the NID Dataset and BoT-IoT datasets and achieved an accuracy of 99.51% and 92.85%, respectively.
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1. **Introduction**

The IoT facilitates individuals interacting with real-world applications over the internet in the IoT environment. Recent innovations in IoT have added computers, sensors, buildings, streets, and even communities to the impression of smartness. IoT devices operate in different environments to accomplish several goals; result in the variety of computational devices and communication technologies utilized in education, healthcare, agriculture, military, and commerce. It makes enormous contributions to almost every industry in modern society, such as surveillance, agriculture, medicine, etc. Furthermore, IoT is an interconnected system based on approved protocols that exchange knowledge [1]. Additionally, the diverse domains of appliances lead to the realization of several communication standards, devices, and protocols. Therefore, IoT is often referred to as the Internet of People (IoP) since it is used by almost everyone in their daily lives, from individuals to institutions.

There is a continuous rise in connected devices around the globe. Multiple sensors are included in embedded systems, allowing them to remotely gather real-time data from physical items. The data acquired from the devices enable us to create intelligent decision-making algorithms and effectively manage IoT settings. However, the link to the Internet of widely used real-world devices often raises questions about cybersecurity threats. Consequently, IoT device protection against anomalies is a major concern for institutions and countries. All necessary actions must measure the physical security and cybersecurity against significant attacks of the IoT architecture,
which needs to be confirmed. In addition, a thorough analysis of the network protection is required [2].

Due to resource constraints and complexity, traditional intrusion detection technologies are not secure enough for the Internet of Things (IoT). Therefore, there is a need to design and build smart intrusion detection techniques for IoT devices to protect them against attacks from compromised IoT devices. However, considerable computational power and storage are required for most intrusion detection systems [3].

This research is organized into four main sections. Section 2 presents the background and motivation of this research along with the main contributions. Section 3 details the materials and methods in detail. Section 4 exhibits the experimental results on two benchmark datasets. Finally, section 5 concludes this research.

2. Background

Due to the emergence of various anomalies, IoT systems face different security vulnerabilities than conventional computer systems. Firstly, IoT systems are quite varied in terms of devices, platforms, communication methods, and protocols. Second, IoT systems comprised of internet-connected components and control devices which are deployed to link physical structures. Thirdly, there are no well-defined boundaries in IoT systems which regularly change due to the mobility of individuals and devices. Fourthly, IoT systems or a component of them would be physically endangered. Fifthly, implementing sophisticated security mechanisms and software on IoT devices is often difficult due to its limited energy. Finally, because of the fast growth of IoT-based devices, such networks may be exposed to assaults on their privacy and security [4].

Several methods and frameworks have been developed to alleviate network attacks using machine-learning and deep-learning techniques by identifying anomalies in the IoT system.
Literature reports several state-of-the-art techniques to classify these anomalies using machine learning techniques in the IoT infrastructure. Still, a few have used deep learning techniques for the same purpose. Deep learning techniques have proven to be the best for pattern matching and could detect any IoT environment input as true or invalid requests. ID attacks can be classified into four major categories: signature-based methods, specification-based methods, anomaly-based approaches, and hybrid strategies [1].

Signature-based approaches first look for similarities between a collection of network data and a database containing features. The data will be treated as a violation of the law if the scanned data matches the signature database. This is very useful to decide on the type of attack accurately. It is a low labor-intensive and relatively demand-free operation. They allow the rules and thresholds to be defined in advance by the system managers. The existing guidelines will be followed, detects the current device and network status. The IDS will sense a rare condition and respond accordingly if the threshold is surpassed or the rules are broken [5].

Anomaly-based approaches focus on discovering which patterns are normal or abnormal. The benefit of detecting intrusions using this approach is identifying new possible intrusions. One drawback of this approach is that it is susceptible to false positives. Machine learning algorithms in anomaly-based intrusion detection methods are being researched to enhance their benefits. Machine learning algorithms can use anomaly-based intrusion detection techniques to track active behavior and compare them with established intrusion footprints to remain alert to possible future attacks. Hybrid approaches employ different identification methods in the same scheme. This approach will remove the vulnerabilities of a single process and provide better reliability to the entire IoT system.
However, the fully formed IDS would be incredibly broad and complicated. This will make the entire system more complex and need more resources. Since several protocols are involved, intrusion detection would take a lot of time and resources [6]. Diro et al. [7] proposed anomaly detection in IoT data using deep learning and it was demonstrated to be more effective than a traditional IDS for detecting IoT Fog coordinated attacks. Vigneswaran and Poornachandran [8] implemented an anomaly-based IDS which operates in conventional networks. It also used the KDDCup99 dataset to train and test the model. The suggested solution offers 95% precision and should be implemented. However, they used the KDDCup99 dataset, which lacks homogeneous data and few unique records. This makes it difficult to derive accurate results. Ajaeiya and Adalian [9] recommended anomaly-based IDS that only use the features of the network. Using different machine learning models, an R-tree algorithm produces the best results, with a 99.5% true positive rate and a 0.001 percent false-positive rate. Their findings demonstrated the usefulness of using statistical algorithms like Random Forest. However, their dataset is not a benchmark, which creates validity issues. Abubakar and Pranggono [10] suggested an identification method that works in SDN. The method consists of a signature-based ID and an anomaly-based ID that uses the NSL-KDD dataset for training and testing. The detection accuracy is higher than 97.4%. However, the intrusions detected only by anomaly detection cannot be differentiated from signature detection. Tang and Mhamdi [11] proposed an anomaly-based security architecture for SDN using only a given feature set. The researchers compared the effects of several machine learning approaches. Classifying images using a deep neural network with three hidden layers produced a 76% level of accuracy.

Kapitnov et al. [12] proposed a blockchain technology protocol to allow peer-to-peer communication for connected networks. The protocol helps to ensure the security of the contact
mechanism and handles heterogeneity in the working states. The field is currently investigating incorporating blockchain into a multi-agent scheme. Li et al. [13] proposed an improved strategy to extract IoT data features to detect IDS for smart cities using deep migration learning. They also claimed that their strategy would also cover the lack of a suitable training set. They also claimed that their methodology improved detection rates with a high level of performance compared to traditional methods, effectively reducing the clustering time. Hajiheidari et al. [14] introduced a deep learning model for intrusion detection in IoT. A structure for a feature engineering method has been developed to intelligently select intrusion features to reduce the dimension of the feature vector. This is an important factor in intrusion detection. The next move was to create and train multiple IDSs using the selected functions. The learning phase was performed using various profound learning methods, such as recurring neural networks (RNN). Two databases were used with intrusion footprint records with a very high classification accuracy.

Arshad et al. [3] presented an improved system for intrusion detection for resource-constricted IoT devices. Accordingly, IoT devices and the edge router are isolated from intrusion detection. To search network packets, IoT devices are employed as IDS nodes. However, it is limited in receiving raw packets from the host router node as they contain confidential information. Anthi et al. [2] suggested a three-layer IDS architecture for genuine time-destroying actions in domestic IoT gadgets. In this design, the security layers classify intrusions of the IoT systems according to their usual or unusual behavior.

2.1 Why IoT Protection is Necessary

In this research work, we were determined to find techniques in IoT environments to learn the various scenarios and vulnerabilities of IoT applications [15]. Furthermore, the following basic
security principle should be measured while strengthening an effective IoT security strategy. Thus, establishing an effective IoT security system was the research motivation of this manuscript.

a. **Confidentiality**

This is an essential element of protection for IoT networks. IoT devices can move and save precise information that is not necessarily illegitimately discovered by individuals. However, individual data, patient privacy, armed forces, and corporate information are unusually organized and demand to be tested against illegitimate users [16].

b. **Integrity**

Data across IoT devices is usually moved through remote communication and it must be changed in genuine ways. In this approach, reliability is a major concern when ensuring that a powerful monitoring tool is in place to recognize any modification during communication around an untrustworthy remote system.

c. **Authentication**

The IoT architecture requires a robust authentication mechanism that varies from one framework to another to provide strong protection instead of flexibility. Therefore, trade-offs are a significant challenge when creating an authentication design, such as considering the safety and security aspects in IoT employment while designing an authentication plan.

d. **Authorization**

The authorization provides privileges to the clients of an IoT framework. As a result, clients may utilize the people, systems, or administration information collected with the help of computing devices. This ensures that security is maintained according to the people, components, devices, and power resources involved [17].
e. Availability

IoT frameworks should be constantly available to authorized users for administrative and communication tasks. Accessibility is a key component of an effective organization of IoT frameworks. IoT devices can be made unavailable through several threats, for example, active jamming or DoS. Therefore, ensuring the continued availability of IoT processing to its users is an essential element of IoT security.

f. IoT Threat

Security attacks may be categorized as real or virtual. Thus, attacks on the internet can also be classified as passive or active [7, 18].

g. Passive Attacks

Usually, the attackers are hidden and the latent risk is engaged by observing the communication line to collect information from the appliance, the appliance owners, or both. Passive threats observe and monitor the information to use them for specific targets. Such a threat does not affect the instrument assets, and the data will stay unaffected. The user cannot see the presence of passive threats as it is performed furtively. Such a threat aims to get data or examine the vulnerabilities of the instrument. The most common sort of passive threat is eavesdropping. This is employed to snip info during communication between two machines over the internet and it is used for traffic analysis to take the network traffic information for future analysis.

Furthermore, some threats have occurred owing to the exponential interconnection of uncertain gadgets in IoT environments. These are wireless sensor networks-based and protocol-specific, for example, the RPL (Routing protocol for low-power and lossy networks) protocol [19]. Using this protocol in IoT instruments and avoiding traditional protocols is resource-constrained.
This aspect raises its openness to security threats and privacy concerns because it cannot employ standard protocols for secure transmission. Despite this, they are still being implemented without proper security arrangements.

**h. Active threats**

These attacks involve the skillful eavesdropping of the correspondence paths and the modification or altering of the IoT structures to control the system resources, as presented in Figure 1. Active attacks create damage and attempt to disrupt and interrupt the instrument. The users are notified regarding the active threat. This kind of threat will put their availability and integrity at risk. An active threat is difficult to achieve compared to a passive threat.

![Active attack example](image)

**Figure 1. Active attack example**

A Denial-of-Service attack (DoS) is a common example of an active threat that could be employed against an IoT. A DoS attack occurs when intruders take control to shut down an instrument. This will prevent authentic users from retrieving the specific appliance. Instead, the intruders will flood the focus machine with traffic until it does not reply or until it crashes. For example, buffer
overflow sends progressively heavier traffic to the machine beyond the threshold that a buffer can manage, causing a system crash.

Moreover, ping flood, also termed ICMP flood, is a kind of flooding attack. The disturbed services often include online bank accounts, websites, or emails. A DoS threat can be made from any place without difficulty. As has already been discussed, most smart systems such as the gadgets used in health systems, transportation systems, homes, cities, and wearable devices run on low-power and lossy networks, making it challenging to guarantee secure communication. This raises the risk of being attacked by intruders and other harmful things. Therefore, IoT requires arrangements for detection mechanisms and secure communication systems to support their practical and valuable implementation [20].

To summarize, nothing is fully secure in IoT appliances. This allows the users to retrieve their data without difficulty in the IoT environment. Despite this, it generates an unprotected climate for the intruders to retrieve any network segment. Figure 2 demonstrates the various dimensions of threat in an IoT environment. Users should be mindful of all IoT appliances' security flaws to defend themselves from cyber threats. Several approaches and structures to lessen the network threats have been formed. For example, machine learning can help to detect logs and classify attacks on an extensive network.
2.2 Motivation

Since IoT devices operate in an interconnected and interdependent environment, new threats constantly emerge. Moreover, as IoT devices typically operate in an unattended environment, an intruder may maliciously access these devices. Eavesdropping can access privately-owned information from the communication channel because IoT devices are usually linked through wireless networks. In addition to these security issues, IoT devices cannot afford to incorporate advanced security features because of their limited energy and processing power. Therefore, an added line of protection should be built into IoT networks to defend IoT-based organizations from cyber threats. Deep learning techniques have recently become more credible in a popular application for detecting network assaults, like IoT networks. Deeply trained systems in IoT environments will mainly catch anomalous and benign behavior. IoT devices and network traffic could be registered and examined to learn the normal patterns. Irregular comportments can be
identified where they deviate from the normal pattern. These approaches have also been tested to predict new threats and provide comprehensive IoT device and network security protocols.

The main contribution of this work is to

- Categorize the attacks through the deep-learning method by employing existing datasets.
- Propose a framework to add IDS as a program within IoT networks.
- Design a protection strategy for the IoT network to maintain its integrity and seamlessly make it available to legitimate users.

3. Material and Methods

3.1 IDS and Deep Learning for IoT Security

IDSs mainly contain evidence of an attack in a data-gathering module and analysis module of attack detection. The IoT systems' input data in the data gathering module was investigated to find the behavior of interaction using various machine learning techniques in the analysis module. Deep learning has gained prominent achievements in different areas and has proven a better option than conventional machine learning. Additionally, IDS using deep learning has encouraging results. Deep learning-based approaches are more influential and suitable for traffic analysis to determine the normal and abnormal traffic in an IoT environment. Moreover, deep learning techniques can intelligently predict new attacks, unlike previous threats [21]. Figure 3 presents IDS using deep learning models in the IoT environment.
a. **BoT-IoT Dataset**

We employed a BoT-IoT dataset [22] for experiments. It was created at the Cyber Range Laboratory in UNSW Canberra Cyber. Different virtual machines connected to the LAN were used. PFsense firewall server was also installed in the linked VMware cluster via WAN interfaces to test the configuration of the BoT-IoT dataset. Most of the researchers utilized this dataset to evaluate the data characteristics of the network. The dataset was divided into categories and subcategories based on the attacks [23]. The attacks are included in the dataset as presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Possible intrusion detection attacks on ports in the IoT environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grouped</th>
<th>Attack</th>
<th>Port</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denial of service</td>
<td>DoS</td>
<td>HTTP, TCP, UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>HTTP, TCP, UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information collecting</td>
<td>Reconnaissance (service scan, OS Finger Print)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information theft</td>
<td>Keylogging, theft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Network Intrusion Detection (NID) Dataset

This dataset involved an extensive diversity of intrusions simulated in an armed forces environment [23]. It creates an environment to acquire raw TCP/IP data for a network by imitating a US Air Force LAN. The LAN set-up is as in a real-world setting to handle various attacks. For each TCP/IP connection, 41 features are acquired from malicious and normal data as presented in Figure 4. The category of the variable has been classified as both normal and anomalous.
c. **Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)**

A CNN involves an input, multiple hidden layers, and an output layer like ANN. The information components are reduced by sharing a parameter, equivariant representation, and sparse connections. Diminishing links amid the layers extends the scalability and increases training time [21]. The sequential model of CNN is employed using the parameters illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Proposed deep learning model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Categorical cross-entropy (for multi-class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Binary cross-entropy (for binary class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test size</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Experimental results

The goal of this assessment is to determine the CNN model's outcome. The experiments were conducted using the proposed deep learning model on publicly available benchmark datasets. The standard metrics were employed to evaluate the model performance and examine their accuracy [24,25].

4.1 Performance evaluation using the NID dataset

The NID dataset contains 25,192 records that are used for training the model. The model is validated using 20% of the training data, i.e. 5,039 records are validated and acquired an overall accuracy of 99.51%. It was further evaluated through a confusion matrix as presented in Figure 5. Finally, the training and validation accuracies are illustrated in Figure 6.
4.2 Performance evaluation using BoT-IoT dataset

The CNN model used the BoT-IoT dataset which contains multi-class, DoS, DDoS, Reconnaissance and Normal records. The data was split into a training and testing ratio of 80-20% and achieved a 95.55% accuracy. Furthermore, the results were also evaluated using a confusion matrix, as presented in Figure 7. The results displayed in Figure 7 demonstrated that 86.18%, 99.97%, 100% and 100% were achieved using the DDoS, DoS, Normal, and Reconnaissance traffic, respectively, through the BoT-IoT dataset. Moreover, the training and testing accuracies are illustrated in Figure 8.
The experiments display the effectiveness of the proposed model in the IoT environment. However, it could be improved by using different epochs, batch sizes, and a number of parameters.

5 Conclusion and future work

Many cybersecurity research studies have been conducted on IoT networks' security and privacy issues. However, the mildest method to counteract these threats depends on the circumstances.
This paper presented a convolutional neural network (CNN) based model to improve the IoT network's performance and security. We have investigated a deep-learning model in an IoT network for IDS was investigated. The proposed CNN-based model had also examined the traffic across the IoT to predict any possible intrusion and anomalous traffic behavior. The proposed model was trained and tested using the NID and BoT-IoT datasets and achieved 99.51% and 95.55% accuracy, respectively. We believe that significant research is still required for advancements in IoT to have a better threat detection rate with their progression in the industry. It is essential to build and design the security procedures inside and outside the IoT appliances because the IoT networks will be the core element. We intend to develop methods using various algorithms and to use numerous deep learning algorithms in the future.
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